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The publication of this text, now in its third edition, is a landmark in the his-
tory of statistics. My reason for this assertion lies with the fact that it addressed
a common complaint about the Bayesian approach to statistics, namely, that it
was not suitable for practical problems of inference. This book demonstrates
conclusively that this criticism is not appropriate.
As is well-known, there are several schools of thought as to what it means to

do statistical analyses correctly. For example, there are those who believe that
particular statistical methodologies should only be used if they can be justi�ed
based upon so-called frequentist criteria. This entails performing a somewhat
idealized thought experiment where one imagines the data being repeatedly
collected. The performance of the methodology in question is then evaluated
with respect to some �gure of merit. For example, we might be interested in
forming an interval that supposedly contains the true value of some quantity of
interest, no matter what that value is, and require the interval to contain the
true value in at least 95% of the intervals constructed in the idealized sequence
of repeats. Such an interval is called a 0.95 con�dence interval. Furthermore, we
might prefer one 0.95-con�dence interval over another when its average length,
again in the idealized sequence of repeats, is shorter. This frequentist approach
has some intuitive appeal and this might be a satisfactory justi�cation if it
was not for the fact that this approach leads to some di¢ culties that seem
unresolvable. For example, it is not at all clear what sequence of repeats we
should restrict our attention to. Problems associated with conditioning, namely,
selecting the appropriate sequence of repeats, are known to lead to absurdities
and, as of yet, no solution appears to be on the horizon.
Many frequentists, however, are deeply critical of Bayesian methodology

because it is clear that Bayesian methods are subjective in nature. In fact there
is a belief among some that frequentist methodology is objective. As such, the
argument between frequentism and Bayesianism would seem to be one where the
frequentists represent the "scienti�c" approach to statistics and the Bayesians
are violating what would appear to be one of the major tenets of science. In
fact the issue is more complicated and this book represents a more sophisticated
and modern approach to this issue.
In fact all statistical analyses are subjective in nature as the ingredients that

go into such an analysis must be chosen by the statistician where by "statis-
tician" we mean the individual(s) responsible for making these choices. For
example, a choice must be made of a sampling model, which corresponds to a
set of probability distributions the statistician believes are plausible candidates
for how the observed data was generated. The sampling model is a necessary
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ingredient of all approaches to statistical inference. While this seems to place
statistics outside the domain of "objective" science a bit of re�ection leads one
to the conclusion that the issue is not as simple as that. For example, surely
in making these choices the statistician can exercise good judgement in the
sense that the choices made re�ect what is known about the phenomena under
study. For the data produced arise via some measurement process and surely
it is known what are plausible values for the responses even before the data is
collected and so it makes sense restrict the model to probability distributions
that concentrate their mass in such regions. This of course depends on the con-
text but it is generally unrealistic to allow for arbitrarily large measured values
when dealing with real-valued variables. Actually, perhaps the simplest way
to incorporate such knowledge into the analysis is to use a model that allows
for arbitrary values for the response but then the statistician chooses a prior,
namely, a probability distribution on the set of probability distributions in the
model, that re�ects beliefs about the plausible values for the response. So the
prior puts the bulk of its mass on probability distributions that will produce
response values in a suitable range. The use of a prior can be thought of as a
soft constraint on the analysis.
By incorporating such information via a prior this results in an improved

analysis as it uses information that would otherwise be ignored. Actually, there
are many more profound reasons why one would want to include a prior in a
statistical analysis beyond this, but for practical reasons surely this su¢ ces. In
any case all these choices by the statistician lead to the criticism about science
and subjectivity and surely this is also valid. For what prevents making choices
(model or prior) that bias the inferences (conclusions) so that these have more to
do with the opinions of the statistician than reality? The answer to this question
is the data. For if the data is collected properly, then it can be considered
objective. It is then necessary for the statistician to check that the choices
made are not contradicted in some fashion by the data. This involves model
checking for the sampling model, namely, checking to see if the data surprising
for every distribution in the model. For the prior this involves checking for
prior-data con�ict, namely, checking to see is there an indication that the truth
lies in the tails of the prior. In fact, it is a reasonable principle to demand that
any choice made by a statistician in an analysis be subject to a check against the
data� the principle of empirical criticism. Any approaches to inference that do
not satisfy this can be rejected, at least for the purposes of scienti�c inference.
Of course, if a model and a prior pass their checks, this does not imply that
they are correct only that they have not been contradicted by the data. What
to do when either or both of these fail their checks is more problematical but
there are some developments along these lines in the literature.
Happily this text satis�es the principle of empirical criticism as Chapter

6 is concerned with Model Checking. The "model" here refers to the joint
probability model speci�ed by the sampling model and the prior. A criticism
of the approach advocated is that it makes more sense in our view to separate
the check on the sampling model from the check on the prior as otherwise we
don�t know where the problem is when a failure occurs. Also, it is not clear that
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these checks should be based on the posterior predictive. There is no need to do
this and it surely does not follow from a more basic principle of inference. For
example, the fact that the posterior is used to make probability statements about
unknowns in the model follows from the principle of conditional probability but
this is not applicable to model checking. Given that there are also issues with
posterior predictive checks based on the lack of uniformity of the p-values, this
suggests that the whole issue of model checking needs closer examination. These
criticisms could be considered to be "�ne tuning", however, as the overwhelming
achievement is the clear acknowledgement that model criticism is necessary as
part of good statistical practice.
The coverage of the text is admirable. In fact, if someone asked me to rec-

ommend a text where they could learn about modern Bayesian methodology,
this text would be my choice. Probably the main reason Bayesian methodology
can no longer be criticized for its lack of applicability is because of the fairly
recent development of appropriate computational methodology. This book con-
tains �ve chapters on this and it is good place to learn about these techniques.
Perhaps the most commonly used of all statistical models is the linear model
and there are �ve chapters on this so one can feel that is very likely that this
will serve the needs of an applied statistician very well. A �nal section of the
book is concerned with more advanced techniques involving spline based mod-
els, Gaussian process models and Bayesian nonparametrics. Overall, the book
contains a very impressive collection of topics.
The book is well-written in an attractive style. There are lots of inter-

esting examples demonstrating the methods in action and this is undoubtedly
extremely useful to someone learning about the �eld with the aim of becoming
a practicing statistician. In fact, I would say that this text is aimed at the
practicing statistician and that seems entirely appropriate and in fact gives the
book its landmark status among texts concerned with Bayesian methodology.
This leads, however, to arguments that are more based on intuition rather than
more formal principles of statistics and this leads to a cautionary note.
In the end the primary purpose of the �eld of statistics is to prescribe how to

reason, at least in what might be considered "statistical contexts". Underlying
this must be based on principles that we follow to ensure that the reasoning
is appropriate, otherwise conclusions drawn are suspect. The �eld of statistics
currently su¤ers from a lack of clear principles that must be followed to ensure
the correctness of a statistical analysis. For example, this reviewer would argue
that the principle of empirical criticism is one of these and, in fact, not all
statistical theories satisfy this. For example, how does one check a loss function
against the data? There are other such principles and it is only by examining
these with respect to their logical implications that we can gain con�dence that
what is being proposed is appropriate. Intuition is �ne, but in the end a poor
substitute for sound, logical reasoning. For example, the book discusses the use
of improper priors to represent ignorance and surely these have intuitive support
and are commonly used in practice. But do these priors have sound logical
support? Certainly, one can argue that the don�t as there are many results that
support this. It seems reasonable to say that no statistical methodology should
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be advocated unless the arguments underpinning it are seen as clear and even
necessary. This is only a cautionary note, however, as the intention of the book
is to teach the practicing statistician how to use Bayesian methodology and it
does this admirably.
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